1651st Meeting - 18 July - LT-1295

1  gv  Pres. Carlos Ortiz de Rozas (Argentina,npl) calling meeting to order, speaking in Spanish. Reading message from SG Kurt Waldheim spoken in English.

2  mcu  Picture and sound interruption.

3  mcu  V. Issraelyan (USSR,npl) speaking in Russian.

4  mcu  Picture and sound interruption.

1652nd Meeting - 20 July - LT-1296

5  mcu  Abby Farah (Somalia,npl) speaking.

6  gv  Pres. Carlos Ortiz de Rozas (Argentina) speaking in Spanish and recognizing Rep of Panama.

7  ls  Didimo Rios (Panama,npl) speaking in Spanish.
Picture and sound interruption.

1653rd Meeting - 21 July - LT-1302

Pres. (npl) Carlos Ortiz de Rozas (Argentina, npl) speaking in Spanish, inviting reps. to take places at Council table, recognizing Rep. of Panama and calling for vote on draft resolution. Delegates voting, Rep of US abstaining, Pres. announcing result.

Pres. addressing Council (speaking in Spanish).

Picture and sound interruption.

1655th Meeting - 28 July - LT-1303

Rathmatalla Abdulla (Sudan, npl) speaking.

Colin Crowe (UK, npl) speaking.

George Bush (US, npl) speaking. Pan to SG Kurt Waldheim listening to debate.


Sound: S/PV 1651, 52, 53, 55